Domaine

Pont de Guestres
Lalande-de-Pomerol

Just north of the prestigious yet diminutive (2000-acre) "Right Bank" appellation of Pomerol,
Lalande-de-Pomerol offers similar aromatic and palate profiles and a distinctly more
favorable quality-to-price ratio. Lalande shares the clay-heavy, sand-interspersed soils of
its well-known neighbor to the south, as well as a preponderance of the Merlot that so
nimbly conveys the dramatic character of both appellations.
An excellent vinegrower and winemaker known
for the wines at his Roches de Ferrand property
in Fronsac, Rémy Rousselot owns Domaine Pont
de Guestres in Lalande-de-Pomerol. Rousselot's
Lalande vines are located near the bridge of Guitres
on the Barbanne river that sets Lalande apart from
Pomerol and divides Saint-Émilion from its satellites.
Domaine Pont de Guestres is produced exclusively
from Merlot grown in soils variously dominated by
gravel, sand, clay and silt. An outstanding value
in Merlot from this esteemed neighborhood, the wine offers ripe fruit that makes it an
attractively luscious buy in dry red Bordeaux. The soft, richly forward fruit is tempered by a
structured tannic baseline. Round and full on the palate, the wine offers admirable balance
from the redolent nose to the satisfying finish.
"From a vineyard of two hectares of sandy gravel soil (100% Merlot, average age of vines
20 years, aged 12–18 months in barrels), woody bouquet due to the barrel ageing, with
aromas of red fruit, a balanced wine, a nice tannic presence, a harmonious structure. No
hesitation." – Guide Dussert-Gerber des Vins de France
Domaine Pont de Guestres Lalande-de-Pomerol
"Deep robe. Nose mixing ripe fruit and wooded. On the palate a solid construction. Dense, tannins
are coated with fat and power." – Gilbert & Gaillard on 2009 Domaine Pont de Guestres
"Brought up in oak barrels, this is a pure Merlot recognized for his nose of very ripe black berries and
underbrush, and for his generous palate supported by good woodland tannins." – Guide Hachette
Gold Medal at Concours de Bordeaux Vins d'Aquitane
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